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WGN Mosaic Training – Standardisation
Overview of grain networks and standardisation
The aim of a grain network is to obtain





Quality assurance
Fair trade, both locally and globally
Sharing of costs
Technical complexity is shifted away from instruments and end -User towards Centre

The FOSS network concept can be summarized with these points:









One reference laboratory and one (sub)master Infratec
Instruments should be simple to operate
Identical specifications of instruments
Operator´s influence on the results are eliminated
Only authorized calibrations (i.e. network calibrations) are allowed
All instruments give the same results
Submaster adjusted to the reference method
All other instruments (satellites) adjusted to the submaster
The scheme to the left describes the
grain network setup. The reference
method at the top, the Infratec NOVA
submaster beneath is aligned with
the ref method through parameter S/I
adjustments. At the bottom, the
satellite instruments (typically various
Infratec generations) that are aligned
to the submaster through instrument
S/I adjustments.

It is the last point that usually requires standardisation, where all instruments are bias adjusted to the
submaster for optimal alignment. A representative set of bulk samples (minimum 10 samples with good
range in all parameters) for each grain commodity is divided into many such sample sets. These are then
scanned on each instrument to provide the standardization data uploaded to Mosaic. Multiple sets are
scanned on the submaster instrument for better average in order to reduce sample set variations.
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Introduction to sample sets
This guide shows how to create sample sets in Mosaic and how to perform slope/intercept adjustments.
There are two types of sample sets:
1. Dynamic sample set
2. Static sample set
The second type (static) is the preferred sample set when full control of the sample data to be used is
required. This is normally the case for slope/intercept (S/I) adjustments. The dynamic sample set is a
powerful search tool and will be shown first since it can be used to find the samples needed in a static
sample set. For slope/intercept adjustments, there are three types of references (Individual, Master and
Shared) that can be used for Parameter or Instrument adjustments. Different scenarios will be shown
where it is advantageous to use these, but focus will be on instrument S/I and using Master as
reference.

Dynamic sample set
A dynamic sample set is a powerful search tool. The example shown below is when the search is to find
the samples to be used in a static sample set for instrument standardisation purposes.
In the sample set tab, select the sample set group named WGN 2016, then right-click and create a new
sample set, which becomes a dynamic sample set.

Name the sample set with the following logic:
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Mosaic username
wgnuser1
wgnuser2
…

Sample set name
WGN1
WGN2
…

So, if you are user nr 1, it should look like this after you have changed the sample set name from the
default “New Sample Set” to WGN1 and pressed save.

The next step is to go to the Samples tab and set the filter criteria. Change the following criteria and
then press Filter:
1. Sample type: Normal
2. Analysed period: From 01/01/2016
3. Sample number: gnm (i.e. all standardization samples has gnm combined with a number)
See the red marked areas below. At the bottom on the left hand side is the number of samples found
and in this example, you should find 60 samples (15 samples scanned on 4 instruments).
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Some of the filters in the dynamic sample set search are also available in the surveillance tab, but then it
is only for one instrument at a time. With dynamic sample set it is possible to search all instrument and
even all instrument types hence both Infratec NOVA and Infratec 1241.
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Static sample set
The first step is to create the static sample set, which can be done by selecting the samples, either from
a dynamic sample set search, from another existing static sample set or from the surveillance tab. We
will do it even more easily, because we can convert a dynamic sample set to a static sample set in one
click. In the Summary of the Dynamic sample set, there is a box called Static, click that and you will be
prompted if you want to convert it to a static sample set. Click yes and then save!

A static sample set with all standardisation data has now been created and next we can continue with
database setup and the actual standardisation.
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Database setup
With database setup we mean setting up the prediction models and Products that should be used in the
grain network. When collecting standardisation data, it is recommended to setup a specific
standardisation model. This model should include all parameters you wish to standardise for and have
an operation profile that always save scans and results (Note, you need both!). For Infratec 1241, there
is a memory problem if the network models for routine analysis are set up to save scans, so normally
they are not. This is not a problem for Infratec NOVA that always save scans and results. However,
having a specific standardisation model make it easier to monitor when standardisation data are
uploaded to Mosaic and to check why certain instruments have not completed the process. For this
training, the standardisation model is called “SW002016 Standardisation Wheat” (S for Standardisation,
W for Wheat and 002016 for the year 2016). The data collection has already been performed, so we do
not do more on that.
What we do need to setup now is the network calibration for Wheat. We will use the following
prediction models (note that protein has an updated prediction model version 45):
Prediction model name
WBMO0032 Wheat
WBPR0045 Wheat

Copy and add your nr

Example for user nr 1
WBMO0032 Wheat1
WBPR0045 Wheat1

Select one PM and right-click then copy. Rename according to the logic in the table above. Copy the two
PM´s for Infratec 1241 and analogously for Infratec NOVA. After user nr 1 has completed the copy part,
it should look like this:
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Note that you need to have selected the network in the left hand area in order to see both instrument
types.
Next we need to copy the Products for the two instrument types. We will use the following Product:
Product name
WH324500 Wheat WGN

Copy and add your nr

Example for user nr 1
WH324501 Wheat WGN1

Select the Infratec NOVA Product called “WH324500 Wheat WGN”, right-click and copy. Rename
according to logic in the table above. Note the number at two places (WH324501 and WGN1).

The instrument group will be un-connected after performing a copy, so you need to link that back. It is
only one such group called foss.

The next is to change the prediction models, so remove the existing ones and add the ones with your nr.
Press save!

Do the same for Infratec 1241 prediction models, but here you also need to add the Checksum ID (i.e.
WH324501 for user 1).
The database for user nr 1 is now setup correctly.
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Reference values
A sample set has been created, the database is setup and now it is time to select how it should be used
and if reference values need to be imported. Reference values can also be imported in the Surveillance
area. Here it will be shown how lab values are imported and used as Individual reference. There are
three choices for reference values:
1. Individual reference
2. Master reference
3. Shared reference
All three will not be shown in this training. The first choice with Individual reference is used for
parameter adjustments, but is not part of the training. It will only be shown here as an overview.
First, go to Reference Values and select Individual reference (this is default for new sample sets). Then
go to Import and select a *.csv file with lab data. The reference data does not need to be in correct
order, but sample number is case-sensitive hence identical sample number must be used for successful
import.
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Slope/Intercept adjustment using Sample set with Individual reference
A static sample set with Individual reference setting is typical what is used when a calibration prediction
model needs to be adjusted to a reference method such as a wet chemistry lab method. This can be
done from Sample set tab under Slope/Intercept. It is the Calculate Parameter S/I view that should be
used as shown below. Click the box in the upper right corner to be able to select other prediction
models, and then choose the models with your user nr (e.g. user nr 1). Press save! It should then look
like this.

Since we have not added any reference data, we will not pursue this further.
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Slope/Intercept adjustment using Sample set with Master reference
In the case of a network of instruments, there may be a need to align these instruments by a
standardisation method. For Infratec grain networks, the standardisation is performed by using bias
adjustments for common calibration prediction models. This is the final part of this training.
Go to the Reference values tab and select Master reference and NOVA instrument 91758315 as the
master. Press save!

Go back to Slope/intercept tab. If you did not select the prediction models as described in the section
for Individual reference, do that now.

This master instrument will now be assumed to be aligned with the reference method through the
parameter S/I adjustment using Individual reference outlined in the previous section. In this section, the
instrument S/I calculation will be used to align different instruments in a network. There are no limits in
how many instruments there can be connected in a network and typically in the Infratec grain networks
there are hundreds of instruments that are aligned against a master instrument situated at the
reference laboratory.
Select all prediction models (use ctrl key) to be adjusted and then press Calculate Instrument S/I.
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After pressing the calculate button, a new window with results will pop up. There is a Parameter setting
button, where you can choose what kind of S/I adjustment you want to do. As default, it will do a full
slope and intercept calculation, which is useful to evaluate the data for possible outliers.
Check each instrument by selecting the row and click details. Note that the master instrument only has
1 and 0 in the list since prediction is compared with itself.
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Now a new graph shows up where you can de-select outliers if needed. De-selection can be done in the
list or in the graph by selecting a data point and right-click.
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When finished, click OK. If you do not press save, you only save the de-selection part if any, but the
results are not applied to the prediction models. The reason is that you may want to do an evaluation
first and then some time may have elapsed before you want to apply it and download to the
instruments. We do not recommend performing a slope adjustment. So, before finalizing the
adjustments, the Parameter settings should be changed to intercept only (the first choice as shown
below).
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Repeat for each prediction model and press ok. Finalize now by pressing ok and save. You should now
see results that look like this (note that no outliers were removed in this test case).

If we had applied any parameter adjustment, it would have been taken into account in the Total
intercept (column to the right). The only thing now is to setup an update session for download to the
instruments (not part of the training).
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